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Abstract 

Sustained attention is an important cognitive process that affects various other aspects of 

cognition. A common focus for the study of sustained attention is attention-deficit hyperactivity 

disorder among children. The Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) Study provides 

ADHD symptomology scores from the Child Behavior Checklist, as well as rest and n-back task 

fMRI data from children between the ages of 9 and 13. In the current study, a preexisting 

connectome-based predictive modeling (CPM) protocol is used to predict sustained attention 

abilities and changes in those abilities over a three-year time span. Additionally, a new predictive 

model is created to judge whether a protocol based on child brain data is more effective at 

estimating sustained attention scores that one trained on adult data. The attempt at applying a 

“publication-preregistered” model and developing a new one opens up a host of outstanding 

questions. Future longitudinal efforts of the ABCD study would afford more opportunities to study 

sustained attention with functional connectivity.   



Introduction 

Sustained attention is a crucial aspect of cognition. Defined as the ability to attend to a 

stimulus and maintain focus on it for a period of time (Sarter, Givens, and Bruno, 2001), sustained 

attention has been found to influence other cognitive processes such as perception (Ling and 

Carasco, 2006), working memory, and learning (Cowan, 1998). However, despite this importance, 

sustained attentional abilities can vary between individuals. For example, whereas some 

individuals are able to focus on a task at hand for long periods of time, others lose focus more 

easily due to mind wandering or external distraction. Rosenberg and colleagues (2016) found that 

individual sustained attention performance could be distinguished and predicted over time 

(Rosenberg et al, 2020), which was further corroborated by Wu et al., (2020). Moreover, sustained 

attention can be impaired in psychological disorders such as schizophrenia (Liu et al., 2002), 

bipolar disorder (Maalouf, et al., 2010), and autism (Chien, et al., 2015).  

The hallmark disorder for studying sustained attention is attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD; Barkley, 1997). ADHD is a notoriously heterogenous disorder (Luo et al., 2019; 

Samea et al., 2019), existing on a spectrum of severity and symptoms, meaning that diagnosis 

based on generalized criteria from the DSM-V may not capture the full breadth of impairments 

within a single individual. Besides deficits to sustained attention, ADHD is also characterized by 

impulsivity and hyperactivity (APA, 2013), all three being signs of impaired executive function 

(Barkley, 1997). It is diagnosed in approximately five percent of children world-wide (Polanczyk 

et al., 2007) and is typically diagnosed through a battery of clinical interviews and behavioral 

measures (Sibley et al., 2012). In addition to the three main impairments that characterize ADHD, 

the disorder can have detrimental effects on the development of a child, including disordered 

temperament (Anckarsäter et al., 2006), deficits to working memory, and trouble making social 



connections (Kofler et al., 2011). Past neuroimaging studies of ADHD have identified several 

neuroanatomical changes that distinguish patients’ brains from those of the neurotypical 

population. Individuals with ADHD show a reduced volume (Krain and Castellanos, 2006) and 

abnormal activation in the prefrontal cortex (Durston, 2003). There is often hypoactivation of the 

executive control network and ventral attention network (Cortese et al., 2012), and patients often 

follow a lower developmental track relative to their neurotypical peers (Castellanos et al., 2002). 

However, these findings were primarily found in studies that compared group-level differences, 

rather than in studies that considered symptom severity of an individual’s unique symptom profile. 

In recent years, functional connectivity measured with functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) has been used to study individual differences in sustained attention ability, 

including among patients with ADHD. Functional connectivity refers to a correlation in the blood 

oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal time courses of two distinct areas of the brain 

observed during scans (Rosenberg and Chun, 2020). These scans reveal networks of interacting 

brain regions that may not otherwise be fully understood with exploration of just one region of the 

brain in isolation. Functional brain connectivity networks are unique to an individual, like a 

fingerprint, lending themselves to the exploration of individual differences (Finn et al., 2015), and 

are stable over time (Horien et al., 2019). Different networks exist within a brain for different 

aspects of cognitive functioning, and even for different facets within some cognitive activities such 

as attention (Rosenberg, Finn, et al., 2017), including sustained attention networks (Rosenberg et 

al., 2016). Functional connectivity has also been used to predict individual differences in the ability 

to suppress distraction (Poole et al., 2016), adding credence to the idea that individual differences 

in functional connectivity are stable and unique. In the case of Wu and colleagues (2020), 



functional connectivity models can also predict performance on other measures of attention, such 

as the visual attentional blink task (Wu, et al., 2020).  

Functional connectivity has proven to be a reliable and valid measure of sustained attention 

function in adults and a relatively small sample of children and adolescents, both with and without 

ADHD (for more details, see Rosenberg at al., 2016). Other work has found increased functional 

brain connectivity within the motor cortex (O’Halloran et al., 2018) and overall dysmaturation of 

functional connectivity networks in the brains of patients with ADHD (Kessler et al., 2016). 

Despite this initial evidence that functional connectivity patterns can capture ADHD symptoms, it 

remains an open question whether the same network that predicts sustained attention in adulthood 

will generalize to capture sustained attention function in a large-scale heterogeneous 

developmental sample with and without a variety of clinical diagnoses, including ADHD. Recent 

evidence suggests that functional networks are stable over the course of development from 

childhood to adulthood, indicated by the fact that the same functional connectivity model has been 

able to accurately predict sustained attention in both adults (the population it was trained on) and 

children (Rosenberg, 2016; Rosenberg, Casey, & Holmes, 2018). However, given the 

heterogenous nature of ADHD, it is uncertain whether the same model might accurately predict 

symptoms for the disorder, even if the model is valid in both neurotypical adult and adolescent 

populations. Furthermore, few studies to date have investigated whether functional connectivity is 

predictive of future behavior, in addition to current functioning. Some past studies have been able 

to use functional connectivity to predict improvements in symptoms of children with autism (Plitt 

et al. 2015) and dyslexia (Hoeft, 2011), but similar results have not been found in samples of 

patients with ADHD.  



To address these matters, the current study will test three main questions. First, we will test 

whether an existing neuromarker of sustained attention generalizes to predict ADHD symptoms 

from functional connectivity in the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development Study (ABCD) 

sample. Second, we will ask whether that same model can accurately predict changes in ADHD 

symptoms observed across a three-year timespan (age 9-10 to age 11-12). Third, we will build a 

new connectome-based model in the ABCD dataset to define a development-specific marker of 

ADHD symptoms, and, if it successfully predicts ADHD symptoms, ask whether it overlaps with 

functional connectivity networks previously implicated in the disorder.  

General Methods 

Participants 

The data used for the current investigation was from the ABCD Study, a large-scale 

ongoing initiative to research development and health from childhood to late adolescence. 

Information is collected from twenty-one sites around the United States and coordinated by the 

National Institutes of Health (NIH). Data were accessed via the NIH Mental Health Data Archive 

(DOI 10.15154/1519007). The sample is heterogenous and transdiagnostic, consisting of 11,878 

participants starting at the ages of 9-10 and continuing every year for ten years after that (data 

collection is currently in its fourth year). Data are collected on each participant’s physical and 

mental health, as well as their culture, environment, substance use, and neurocognition. Every 

other year, structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data are collected. The 

present study utilizes fMRI from the baseline data release and behavioral data from all three of the 

releases available so far.  

For the purposes of this study, ADHD symptoms were operationalized as the ADHD 

subscale from the DSM-V Oriented scales of the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Nakamura, 



2009) which was completed by a parent. Although we were primarily interested in ADHD subscale 

t-scores as a continuous measure of ADHD symptom frequency and severity, we note that a t-

score of 70 or higher on a scale of 50 to 90 was considered diagnosable. No child in the final 

sample had a CBCL ADHD subscale score above an 80. Only participants with all three years of 

CBCL data, as well as resting-state and n-back task fMRI data (see below for details), were 

included in subsequent analysis. In addition to using the original t-scores, the slope of the scores 

over the three years was also calculated for each subject as a measure of participants’ changes in 

attention problems from age 9-10 to 11-12 years.  

Functional MRI tasks  

Each child was meant to have two in-scanner n-back task runs and four resting-state runs 

from which the functional connectivity networks were then constructed. The n-back task assesses 

a child’s working memory and emotional regulation processes. Participants are shown pictures of 

happy, fearful, and neutral faces, as well as place photographs as controls, and asked to recall 

whether the photo they are being presented was seen either immediately prior (0-back) or two 

photos ago (2-back), depending on the block. In each of the two approximately 5-minute task runs, 

0-back and 2-back blocks were presented four times and children were scored based on the 

accuracy of their judgements (Cohen et al., 2016). The task is thought to tax sustained attention 

(in both the 0-back and 2-back task blocks) and working memory (during 2-back task blocks). 

Similarly, the four resting-state runs, lasting 5 minutes each, may have been another test of control 

and patience for young children (who were asked to remain awake and still during the scans), so 

both types of scans were included, to determine if one would be a better predictor of sustained 

attention than the other.  

 



 

Functional MRI preprocessing  

All of the BOLD fMRI data had previously been normalized to the MNI152 non-linear 6th 

generation template, undergone motion correction and bandpass filtering, and registered to the T1 

weighted scan within subjects, before undergoing visual quality assurance. The data were used to 

generate functional connectivity matrices using the whole-brain parcellation scheme defined by 

Shen and colleagues (2013), consisting of 268 nodes (Shen et al., 2013), and Fisher z-transformed 

to stabilize variance. 

After preprocessing, some children only had one available functional connectivity matrix 

and others had none at all. Participants with no usable functional connectivity data, as well as runs 

with missing data in any Shen atlas node and/or mean frame-to-frame displacement greater than 

0.2 millimeters or maximum head displacement greater than 2 millimeters were excluded from 

analysis. The total subsample of viable participants with rest runs was 1724, 51% of which were 

female. The total number of participants with included n-back task runs was 874, of which 52% 

were female. In both groups, ages at the time of the first release and fMRI data collection ranged 

from 9 to 10.9 and ages at the time of release three ranged from 10.75 to 13.5. 716 participants 

were in both the rest and n-back task subsamples. 

Study 1 

Methods  

In Study 1, we tested whether a pre-existing model of sustained attention generalized to 

predict ADHD symptoms in the ABCD sample. Connectome-based predictive modeling (CPM) is 

a data-driven protocol used to create models that are able to predict behavior based on functional 

brain imaging data (Shen et al., 2017). The model used for the purposes of the current study, a 



sustained attention CPM (saCPM), was developed by Rosenberg and colleagues (2016) and is 

applied with a freely available protocol (https://github.com/monicadrosenberg/ 

Rosenberg_PNAS2020). The saCPM is comprised of a high-attention network and low-attention 

network mask, which are applied to functional connectivity matrices from new participants to 

determine how strongly they express the high-attention network and the low-attention network. 

The difference calculated between the network strengths is then fit to a predefined linear model 

that was originally trained on adult data (Rosenberg et al., 2016). The model is applied to novel 

functional connectivity matrices to predict sustained attention function. The model outputs are 

predicted behavioral values, which are then correlated with the observed ADHD t-scores from the 

ABCD dataset in order to determine how accurate the predictions were. In Study 1A, saCPM 

predictions were correlated with baseline ADHD t-scores (only from the first year of data 

collection). In Study 1B, saCPM predictions were correlated with the ADHD t-score slopes. The 

values predicted by the saCPM were z-scored to standardize them. In both cases, rest and n-back 

task functional connectivity matrices were analyzed separately. 

Results 

Relating ADHD symptoms to sociodemographic measures 

Prior to analyses, we evaluated the relationship between baseline ADHD t-scores and 

measures that have been shown to affect prevalence and diagnosis rates of ADHD. These included 

race/ethnicity (Fairman, Peckham, & Sclar, 2020), sex (Arnold, 1996), socio-economic status 

(SES; Rieppi et al., 2002), and age (Schwandt & Wuppermann, 2016).  SES was significantly 

related to ADHD t-scores (task group: F = 4.94,  df = 9,  p < 0.01; rest group: F = 3.22, df  = 9,  p 

< 0.01) for both the task and rest groups, such that lower SES was associated with higher ADHD 

scores (task: r = -0.14,  p < 0.01; rest: r = -0.1, p < 0.01), which is consistent with previous literature 



(Rieppi et al., 2002). On the other hand, age (task: r = 0.018, p = 0.61; rest: r = 0.009, p = 0.7), sex 

(task: t = 1.46, df = 789.54, p = 0.144; rest: F = 2.858, df = 1617.56, p = 0.09), and race/ethnicity 

(task: F = 0.863,  df = 4, p = 0.486; rest: F = 0.808,  df = 4, p = 0.52) were not significantly related 

to baseline ADHD symptomology. These analyses provide evidence that, should brain-based 

models predict ADHD symptoms, brain-behavior relationships are unlikely to be driven by age, 

sex, or race/ethnicity. Future works that use the ABCD sample should take into account additional 

confounding variables such as SES. 

Relating ADHD symptoms to measures of cognition  

We next tested whether ADHD t-scores were related to other cognitive and attentional 

measures available in the ABCD Study to assess their validity (see Figure 1). In addition to both 

versions of the n-back task (0-back: r  = -0.11, p < 0.05; 2-back: r = -0.13, p < 0.05), ADHD t-

scores were also significantly correlated with the NIH Toolbox List Sorting Task (r = -0.12, p < 

0.05), NIH Toolbox Picture Sequence Memory Task (r = -0.12, p < 0.05), and NIH Toolbox Oral 

Reading Recognition Task (r = -0.15, p < 0.05), demonstrating that individuals who perform better 

on these tasks show lower ADHD symptom scores. These tasks tax working memory, episodic 

memory, and reading abilities, respectively (Rosenberg, Martinez, et al., 2020). 

  



Distribution of ADHD symptoms and changes in symptoms over time 

The baseline and slopes of the CBCL ADHD subscale t-scores for both rest and task groups 

were plotted as a distribution to observe trends in the data (see Figures 2 and 3). As stated 

previously, there was a large amount of overlap between the groups, but there were enough distinct 

 
Figure 1: Spearman correlations between all cognitive tasks and the CBCL ADHD subscale t-scores (far right 

column) for the entire sample of ABCD participants who had real values for all included measures. Correlations 

between the other cognitive task replicate previous findings (Rosenberg et al., 2020). Significant correlations (p 

< .05) are denoted with an asterisk. 
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participants to justify separate groups and distributions. The modal baseline t-score is 50, with 

very few extreme values above the diagnosis threshold of 70, the maximum observed value being 

80 (see Figure 2). The mean value of the rest group baseline scores was 52.4 with a standard 

deviation of 4.64 and median of 50. For the rest group, the mean score was 52, median was 50, 

and standard deviation was 4.43. The median and mode slopes of both groups were zero (see Figure 

3). The rest group had a mean slope of 0.01, with a standard deviation of 0.16 and values ranging 

from -1.16 to 1.01. The mean slope of the task group was 0.012, standard deviation of 0.17, and 

values in a range from -1.61 to 0.95. When correlated, the baseline scores and slopes for both the 

task and rest groups showed a modest negative trend (task: r = -0.37, p < 0.01; rest: r = -0.39, p < 

0.01), suggesting that children with the minimal baseline score of 50 were more likely to show an 

increase in score or show little change over time (see Figure 4). Conversely, children with more 

extreme scores were more likely to decrease their score as they got older.  

 
Figure 2: Distribution of CBCL ADHD subscale t-scores for the task and rest groups. Both samples have a clear 

mode score of 50. 



 
 

Figure 4: The correlation between ADHD t-scores and slopes calculated from all three time points of behavioral 

scores. Participants with higher baseline scores tend to show more change over time. 

 
Figure 3: Distribution of ADHD subscale t-scores for both task and rest samples. The majority of slopes are 

centered around 0, indicating that most participants across both groups showed little change in attentional 

abilities. 



Connectome-based predictive modeling 

In Study 1A, the saCPM analysis of baseline ADHD t-scores, both task and rest groups 

showed non-significant negative correlations between predicted and actual behavioral scores (task: 

r = -0.003, p = 0.93; rest: r = -0.007, p = 0.76; see Figure 5). Study 1B correlated the same saCPM 

model predictions to change in ADHD t-scores over time, operationalized as the slopes across the 

three years of data collection. Correlations between saCPM predictions and ADHD t-score slopes 

were not statistically significant (task: r = -0.06, p = 0.09; rest: r = 0.02, p = 0.44; see Figure 6).   

 

 

 
Figure 5: The correlation between baseline ADHD t-scores and predicated behavioral values produced from the 

saCPM.   



Study 2 

Methods 

 In Study 2, we asked whether a new model, built in the ABCD dataset, would be better 

suited to predict ADHD symptoms in a developmental sample, rather than applying a pre-existing 

adult model. The open-source CPM protocol used (Finn et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2015; 

https://github.com/YaleMRRC/CPM) trains a new model based on the ABCD functional 

connectivity matrices and behavioral data by correlating the edges of each participant’s functional 

connectivity matrix with the baseline ADHD t-scores (see Figure 7). Within a k-fold cross-

validation loop, the most statistically significant correlations are extracted, summed, and fit to a 

new linear model. The new model is tested by correlating the predicted and observed scores, 

similarly to the comparisons from Study 1. For the purposes of this study, ten folds were performed 

 
Figure 6: The correlation between the ADHD slopes and behavioral values predicted by the saCPM for both the 

task and rest samples. 



and a significance threshold of 0.01 was used for feature selection. As with the first study, analyses 

were performed on rest and n-back task data separately.  

In the process of conducting this analysis it was also discovered that, due to the nature of 

the way the model building protocol was originally coded, the sample size must be divisible by 

the number of folds specified (in this case, ten). Otherwise, remaining behavioral values will 

automatically be assigned the predicted value of zero. To avoid this, the sample sizes of both 

groups were rounded down to the nearest number divisible by ten: 1720 for the rest sample and 

870 for the task sample. 

An exploratory analysis trained and tested CPMs using data only from individuals with 

scores higher than 50, given that the majority of participants (task: 570/870 = 65%; rest: 1060/1720 

= 61%) had the lowest possible ADHD t-score (i.e., 50).  

 
 

Figure 7: The basic steps of a CPM protocol are shown above. For each participant, the edges of the functional 

connectivity matrix are correlated with ADHD t-scores, significant features are selected, summed, and fit to a 

linear model with the other participant values. The predicted values are then correlated with observed values 

from the sample (Finn et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2015). 



Results 

 In Study 2A we built a new predictive sustained attention model for the ABCD sample, 

which was originally overwhelmed by a high number of behavioral scores of 50. With the vast 

majority of behavioral scores being the same, the CPM protocol predicted that all behavioral 

values for the sample should be 50, regardless of the observed value. As such, both the rest and 

task correlations between predicted and observed values were not significant (task: r = 0.056, p = 

0.178; rest: r = 0.025, p = 0.29).  

In an exploratory analysis (Study 2B), we built a new model only including participants 

with a baseline ADHD subscale t-score above 50. Models built in this sample also did not 

significantly predict behavior (Figure 8). The task group (n = 300) showed a significant negative 

correlation between real and predicted values (r = -0.14, p = 0.015). This was an unexpected result 

likely due to noise, as it was expected that those with higher observed symptomology t-scores 

would have higher predicted scores under the newly constructed model. Instead, we see that 

participants with higher ADHD scores were associated with lower predicted scores. The rest group 

(n = 660) still showed little to no relationship between predicted and observed ADHD t-scores and 

was not significant (r = 0.04, p = 0.26).   

 

 

 

 



 

General Discussion 

Across two studies, we utilized data from the ABCD Study to investigate the relationship 

between functional connectivity and ADHD symptomology in children between the ages of 9 and 

14. In Study 1, a preexisting neuromarker of sustained attention for adults was used to predict 

behavioral scores based on functional connectivity matrices from both rest and n-back in-scanner 

tasks, as well as changes in those behavioral scores over the three-year time period currently 

covered by ABCD. In Study 2, a new model was built based on the same behavioral and brain data 

to explore whether a model created from adolescent information might have more predictive 

power. Our results showed that the saCPM from adults did not significantly predict baseline t-

scores nor the change in scores over time, operationalized as the slope between the three 

 
Figure 8: The correlation between baseline ADHD t-scores and predicted scores from the newly constructed 

model, only including baseline scores over 50.  



timepoints. A new model developed from n-back functional connectivity matrices also did not 

accurately predict behavior (predictions were significantly negative although the effect size was 

small, suggesting that the result was driven by noise).   

 Although we hypothesized that functional connectivity observed during the n-back task 

may outperform rest for predicting ADHD symptoms in development because the n-back task (and 

the 0-back version specifically) has previously been shown to tax sustained attention (Karatekin, 

Marcus, & Couperus, 2007), the results of Study 1 and Study 2 did not support this hypothesis. 

The analyses based on rest functional connectivity matrices were not significant and while the 

task-based analyses were significant in Study 2B, it was unable to accurately predict ADHD t-

scores. While collecting rest data might be a test of self-control for a young child, it is not 

incredibly engaging for the participant and may not strongly activate the attention networks in the 

brain. The n-back task does not appear to be a pure measure of sustained attention, perhaps due to 

its combined scores between the 0-back and 2-back versions, which tax working memory in 

addition to sustained attention (Rosenberg, Martinez, et al., 2020). 

 The current study faced limitations that could have led to the observed null results. First, 

much of the variance in ADHD t-scores in the sample was removed when the fMRI data underwent 

visual quality control and filtering for frame displacement. Children who struggled with attention 

may also have been less likely to stay still and focus during the scan sessions and may therefore 

have been removed from the sample before analysis. This limited both the number of higher 

ADHD symptomology scores and low attention network strength in the sample and may have 

inherently biased the analysis towards children with fewer deficits in attention. The overwhelming 

number of minimum behavioral scores would also be likely to confound the analysis, as seen in 

Study 2A. We hypothesize that similar results would have been presented, had a model been 



constructed with slopes as well, given the large number of participants that saw little to no change 

in ADHD symptomology scores over the three time points. The small number of time points could 

have also posed a problem for analyses, therefore limiting the range of growth that could 

potentially be experienced by a child in the ten years the ABCD Study plans to cover. This 

limitation would necessitate waiting several more years until more data is released. Overall, the 

null results of the current study may be due to the higher amount of noise typical of clinical 

measures (Weyandt, Swentosky, & Gudmundsdottir, 2013) and the natural heterogeneity of 

ADHD as a disorder.  

Our preliminary analyses found that the CBCL ADHD subscale t-scores were significantly 

correlated with several cognitive measures available in the ABCD Study, including the 0-back and 

2-back tasks, the NIH Toolbox List Sorting Task, NIH Toolbox Picture Sequence Memory Task 

and NIH Toolbox Oral Reading Recognition Task. This was consistent with our hypothesis that 

the ADHD t-scores were a valid measure of cognitive abilities in the sample. Despite these 

relationships, however, it is possible that ADHD t-scores are optimized to capture differences 

between individuals with and without ADHD diagnoses, rather than more fine-grained individual 

differences in sustained attention function. 

In addition to these relationships, we observed numerical trends in the behavioral data 

(albeit nonsignificant) that were consistent with prior hypotheses, such that children with higher 

ADHD subscale scores are more likely to experience a lessening of symptoms as time went on. 

This is consistent with some previous work in the literature which found that ADHD symptom 

reduction was associated with biological maturity (Gustafsson et al., 2010). However, that work 

was with younger children (ages 7-9) and prior work found no significant relationship between 

age and ADHD symptom improvement (Gustafsson et al, 2008). Another possible explanation for 



the decrease in ADHD symptoms is the potential overdiagnosis of ADHD in children, a sentiment 

which is becoming increasingly common among the general public (Sciutto & Eisenberg, 2007). 

Existing literature suggests that children who are younger relative to their grade-level peers are 

more likely to be diagnosed with ADHD, meaning that the children might just appear to be 

immature and impulsive when they are simply being compared to older students (Evans, Morrill, 

& Parente, 2010). These same children are also more likely to be medicated in what researchers 

postulate as an attempt to increase classroom productivity (Schwandt & Wupperman, 2016).  

Again, this could lend credence to a general growing maturity in the sample, which naturally 

decreases attention and executive control deficits.  

 We outline several future directions, in light of the fact that more data from the ABCD 

Study are still to be released in the coming years. First, it remains possible that the in-scanner tasks 

or behavioral measures used in the current work could have simply not been sufficiently taxing to 

sustained attention abilities in order to magnify behaviorally relevant individual differences in 

functional connectivity. Future work should explore some of the many other task and survey data 

collected by the ABCD Study as predictors of sustained attention. For example, the Stop-Signal 

Task (SST; Logan, 1994) is an in-scanner task that has been shown to tax attention and inhibitory 

control (O’Halloran et al., 2018), which would also be conducive to the purposes of the current 

study. However, in the first release of ABCD, there were several design issues with the in-scanner 

SST that made it unreliable in subsequent analyses (Bisset et al., 2021). Should these issues be 

corrected in future releases, the SST could become a viable tool in conducting future sustained 

attention research. As stated previously, ADHD is a very heterogenous disorder that may not make 

it a strong enough proxy for sustained attention. Future studies might benefit from using more 

general clinical attention measures, rather than a specific diagnostic label. Additionally, a 



behavioral measure that could be helpful in this endeavor is the Attention subscale (Achenbach & 

Rescorla, 2001) from the original subscales of the CBCL. Should future research include subjects 

with ADHD symptomology, it may be advantageous to use a sample made up of participants that 

have been officially diagnosed with ADHD. Such a sample could provide more detailed records 

about the treatment plan they are following and any medication they are taking that might attenuate 

sustained attention impairment. These are factors that were not taken into account in the current 

study but could potentially lead to drastic changes in ADHD symptomology and sustained 

attention abilities over time. As more tasks and measures are added to the ABCD dataset and more 

years of data are released to the scientific community, further investigation of the relationships 

discussed in this paper could prove invaluable in understanding the development of attentional 

networks and abilities in childhood and throughout adolescence.   

 In summary, models based on functional connectivity patterns from the ABCD Study were 

unable to accurately predict ADHD symptomology scores, neither with the predefined saCPM nor 

with a newly developed connectome-based predictive model. As data collection for the ABCD 

Study continues, future work can test whether adult-defined models better predict behavioral 

scores as the participants get older and develop patterns of structural and functional brain 

organization more similar to those of adults. More broadly, as functional connectivity becomes a 

more widely used method in the field of cognitive neuroscience, CPM and other similar methods 

may become useful tools in the diagnosis of disorders that impair sustained attention, including 

ADHD, and predicting how those disorders can change over time.    
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